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ABSTRACT 

A nonlinear least-squares (LS) method is formulated to estimate the speed and the closest-point-of-approach (CPA) 
time and range of a ground vehicle whose broadband acoustic energy emissions are received by a ground-based wide-
aperture planar acoustic sensor array of unknown shape. It is assumed that the vehicle travels at a constant speed in a 
straight line. The three estimated motion parameters (speed, CPA time and CPA range) can be used to predict the 
variation with time of the vehicle range. Also, the proposed method can provide an estimate of the shape of the array 
if it is known on which side (left hand or right hand) the vehicle transits past the array. This passive technique is ap-
plied to real acoustic sensor data recorded during the passage of a variety of ground vehicles past a 10 m x 10 m pla-
nar cross array and its effectiveness verified by comparing the estimates with the actual values for both the vehicle 
motion parameters and the array sensor positions. 

INTRODUCTION 

Ground-based passive acoustic systems exploit the acoustic 
energy radiated by a source (e.g. a ground vehicle or an air 
vehicle) for its detection, classification, localization and 
tracking. As the speed of the source (assumed subsonic) is 
comparable with the speed of sound propagation in air, the 
source will have moved to a completely different position by 
the time its emitted acoustic signal arrives at the ground sen-
sor. This so-called retardation effect complicates the solution 
to the problem of acoustic tracking of a manoeuvring source 
using bearings-only data from spatially distributed sensors 
(Dommermuth 1987). If the source travels at a constant ve-
locity and a constant altitude over the time period of interest, 
its trajectory will be completely specified by a set of motion 
parameters. In this case, the retardation effect is advanta-
geous, for it enables the estimation of some or all of the 
source motion parameters using a single sensor or an array of 
sensors (Dommermuth 1988, Dommermuth & Schiller 1984, 
Ferguson 1992, Ferguson & Lo 2000, Ferguson & Quinn 
1994, Lo & Ferguson 2000, Lo, Ferguson, Gao & Maguer 
2003, Lo, Perry & Ferguson 2002).  

Lo and Ferguson (2000) described a passive acoustic tech-
nique to estimate all five motion parameters of an airborne 
broadband sound source using a ground-based wide-aperture 
acoustic sensor array. If the source is a ground vehicle, the 
number of motion parameters reduces to four (the height of 
the source is assumed to be zero). The size of the planar array 
is typically of order 100 m2 and the motion parameter estima-
tion method requires a priori knowledge of the actual shape 
(or relative positions of the sensor elements) of the array. 
Any sensor positional error will degrade the accuracy of the 
parameter estimates. However, it is time consuming to deploy 
a wide-aperture array with all sensor elements precisely lo-
cated at their desired positions. Also, in practical situations 
where the sensor elements are deployed randomly and their 
positions are either unknown or crudely estimated, the mo-
tion parameter estimation method cannot be used. This paper 
formulates a nonlinear least-squares (LS) method to estimate 
three of the motion parameters of a ground vehicle using a 
wide-aperture planar acoustic sensor array of unknown shape. 

The proposed method measures the temporal variation of the 
differential time-of-arrival (or time delay) of the acoustic 
signal at each pair of sensor elements and then minimizes the 
sum of the squared deviations of the noisy time delay esti-
mates from their predicted values over a sufficiently long 
period of time for all sensor pairs. The vehicle’s speed to-
gether with the time and range at which the vehicle is at the 
closest point of approach (CPA) to the array are estimated 
simultaneously with the shape of the array. Knowing these 
three motion parameters enables the range of the vehicle to 
be calculated as a function of time. If it is known on which 
side (left hand or right hand) the vehicle transits past the 
array, a unique estimate of the array shape can be obtained. 
Otherwise, there will be two possible estimates, one of them 
actually representing an estimate of the “mirror image” of the 
array shape. This passive technique is applied to real acoustic 
sensor data recorded in a field experiment where a variety of 
ground vehicles were driven past a 10 m x 10 m planar cross 
array at constant speeds. The estimates of the motion parame-
ters and the sensor positions are compared with the actual 
values to demonstrate the accuracy of the method. 

PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Figure 1 shows an array of N acoustic sensors and a broad-
band sound source moving at a constant (subsonic) velocity v 
along a straight line on the XY-plane. All the N sensors are 
located on one side of the source trajectory. The source trav-
els past sensor 1 at a distance d at time cτ . The problem is to 
estimate the source velocity v together with the time cτ  and 
range d at which the source is at the CPA to sensor 1 of the 
array, using the received signal at each sensor, without a 
priori knowledge of the actual shape of the array. To solve 
this problem, a local x-y coordinate system is set up in such a 
way that sensor 1 is located at the origin and the x-axis is 
parallel to the linear trajectory of the source – see Figure 2. A 
(conventional) right hand coordinate system is adopted such 
that the positive y-axis intersects the source trajectory. This 
point of intersection is the CPA of the source to sensor 1 and 
its y-coordinate is equal to the CPA range d. As shown in 
Figure 2, if the source travels past sensor 1 on the right hand 
side (represented by an arrow pointing to the right), its direc-
tion of travel is in the positive x direction and the source ve-
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locity v is positive; if the source travels past sensor 1 on the 
left hand side (represented by an arrow pointing to the left), 
its direction of travel is in the negative x direction and the 
source velocity v is negative. The source position at time τ  
is given by  

 vx c )()( τττ −=  (1) 
dy =)(τ  (2) 

where  0>d  and cvc <<−  with c being the speed of sound 
in air. 
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Figure 1.  An array of N acoustic sensors and a broadband 
sound source moving at constant velocity v along a straight 

line on XY-plane. The source travels past sensor 1 at distance 
d at time cτ . 
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Figure 2.  The sensor array and source trajectory in local x-y 
coordinate system. 

 

Suppose the position of sensor n )1( Nn ≤≤  is given by 
),( nn yx , with 011 == yx . (Note that the values for nx  

and ny  )2( Nn ≤≤  vary with the direction of travel of the 
source on the XY-plane because the x-axis is assumed to be 
orientated parallel to the source trajectory.) Due to the propa-
gation delay (commonly referred to as the retardation effect), 
the sound emitted by the source at time τ arrives at sensor n 
at a later time )(nt  given by  

cRt n
n )()( ττ += ,    Nn ≤≤1  (3) 

where )(τnR  is the radial distance to the source from sensor 
n at time τ , which can be expressed as 

     2122 })]()([)]()({[)( τττττ nnn yyxxR −+−= . (4) 

The time delay nβ  between sensors 1 and n at time )1(tt =  is 

defined as )1()()( ttt n
n −=β .  It follows from (3) that 

cRRt nn )]()([)( 1 ττβ −= ,   Nn ≤≤2 . (5) 

Substituting (1) and (2) into (4) gives 

21222
1 ])([)( dvR c +−= τττ  (6) 

for 1=n and 

     2122
1 ])(22)([)( ncnnn xvdyrRR ττττ −−−+=  (7) 

for Nn ≤≤2 , where 2122 ][ nnn yxr +=  is the separation 
distance between sensors 1 and n. 

By substituting (6) into (3) (with 1=n ), then solving the 
resulting equation for τ  and recalling )1(tt = , it can be 
shown that 

  22

212222222 ])()([)(
vc

tcvvcdtc cc
c

−

−+−−−
+=

ττ
ττ .  (8) 

The times t and τ  are referred to as the sensor (reception) 
time and source (emission) time respectively. Equations (5)-
(8) provide an expression for )(tnβ  that is an explicit func-

tion of time t, the source velocity v, the time cτ  and range d 
at which the source is at the CPA to sensor 1, and the coordi-
nates ),( nn yx of sensor n, for Nn ≤≤2 . Define the motion 

parameter vector T
c dv ],,[ τ=p , the sensor position vector 

T
NN yxyx ],,,,[ 22 L=x and the time delay vector 

T
N tttt )](,),(),([)( 32 βββ K=f , where the superscript T 

denotes vector transpose. The problem is now to estimate p 
from a time series of time delay vector estimates 

)}(ˆ,),(ˆ),(ˆ{ 21 Mttt fff K , where )(ˆ
mtf  denotes the estimate of 

)(tf  at time mt  for Mm ≤≤1  and M is the number of esti-
mates, without a priori knowledge of the actual value of x. It 
is assumed that the observation time for )(tf  is sufficiently 
long so that it encompasses both inbound (closing in range) 
and outbound (opening in range) legs of the vehicle transit. 

ALGORITHM 

This problem is solved by jointly estimating the motion pa-
rameter vector p and the sensor position vector x. Define the 
composite parameter vector TTT ],[ xpλ = . The (nonlinear) 

LS estimate of λ  is the vector λ̂  that minimizes the follow-
ing cost function: 

∑
=

−=
M

m
mmP

1

2||)(ˆ||)( λffλ  (9) 

where )(ˆˆ
mm tff ≡  is the estimated time delay vector at time 

mt , )()( mm tfλf ≡  is the predicted time delay vector at time 

mt , which is a function of λ ,   and |||| ⋅ denotes vector norm. 
The cost function )(λP  is minimized using the Levenberg-
Marquardt optimization algorithm (Dennis & Schnabel 
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1983). Denote the kth estimate of λ  as kλ̂ . The k+1th esti-
mate is given by: 

  
)]ˆ(ˆ[

)(ˆˆ

1

1
11

kmm
M
m

T
m

m
M
m

T
mkk

λffG

IGGλλ

−×

++=

∑
∑

=

−
=+ µ

 (10) 

where µ  is a convergence factor (Dennis & Schnabel 
1983), I  is an )12()12( +×+ NN  identity matrix, and mG  is 

the )12()1( +×− NN  Jacobian matrix evaluated at kλ̂ , 
whose transpose is given by 

)ˆ( k
T
m

T
m λfG λ∇=  (11) 

where
T

NNc yxyxdv ⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
∂
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∂
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∂
∂

∂
∂

∂
∂

∂
∂

∂
∂

=∇ ,,,,,,,
22
L

τλ  is the 

gradient operator. The Jacobian matrix mG  can be derived 

using (5)-(8). The iteration (10) is repeated until |ˆˆ| 1 kk λλ −+  
is less than the specified tolerance.  

AMBIGUITY IN SENSOR POSITION 
ESTIMATION 

It can be verified using (5)-(8) that the same time delay vec-
tor mf  can be produced by the true composite parameter 

vector TTT ],[ xpλ =  and a false composite parameter vector 
TTT ],[ xpλ = , where p  differs from p only by a sign rever-

sal in v: T
c dv ],,[ τ−=p  and x  from x only by a sign rever-

sal in nx  for Nn ≤≤2 : T
NN yxyx ],,,,[ 22 −−= Lx . These 

two cases are illustrated in Figures 3(a) and (b). It is clear 
that x  is a “mirror image” of x about the y-axis. The impli-
cation of this result is that there are two possible solutions to 
the minimization of the cost function )(λP , one of them 

being an estimate of λ and the other an estimate of λ . 

Equation (10) will converge to either solution irrespective of 
the initial estimate used for λ . The correct solution can be 
obtained by starting the iteration with an initial estimate 0v̂  
of the source velocity that has the same sign as the actual 
source velocity, and this requires a priori knowledge of the 
side (either left hand or right hand) on which the source tran-
sits past the array. If the sign of 0v̂   is correct, the iteration 
will produce an estimate of λ . Otherwise, the iteration will 
produce an estimate of λ . However, in either case, estimates 
of the source speed || v , CPA time cτ and CPA range d will 
be obtained. These three parameter estimates can then be 
substituted into (6) and (8) to compute the source range 

)(1 τR  as a function of sensor time t. (Note that due to the 
signal propagation delay, the observed source range from 
sensor 1 at time t actually represents an estimate of the source 
range )(1 τR  at an earlier time τ  that is related to t by (8).) 
Also, for the case where an estimate of λ  is obtained, the 
source bearing )(tθ  relative to the x-axis can be calculated 
by substituting the estimated values for v, cτ  and d into the 
following equation which can be derived from (1) and (2): 

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
−

= −

v
dt

c )(
tan)( 1

ττ
θ .  (12) 
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(a) True solution TTT ],[ xpλ =  
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(b) False solution TTT ],[ xpλ =  

 
Figure 3. Ambiguity in sensor position estimation. In this 

illustration, (a) is the true solution and (b) the false solution. 
Note that the sensor positions in (b) are mirror images (about 

y-axis) of those in (a). 
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Figure 4.  Geometrical configuration of five-element planar 
cross array. The perpendicular distance from sensor 1 to the 

road is 27 m. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Five microphones were located on flat ground in a cross–
shaped configuration as shown in Figure 4. The perpendicu-
lar distance to the flat road from the middle sensor (sensor 1) 
of the array was 27 m. This is a typical setup for road moni-
toring. A vehicle was driven back and forth along the road 
many times at three different sets of speeds: slow speed (17-
24 km/h), medium speed (34-46 km/h) and fast speed (47-62 
km/h), and the experiment was repeated for four different 
types of wheeled vehicles: a commercial four-wheel drive 
(4WD) motor vehicle, a military 4WD motor vehicle, a me-
dium truck, and a heavy truck. The exact numbers of transits 
made by each type of vehicle at the three different sets of 
speeds are shown in Table 1. Altogether, there were 122 ve-
hicle transits. The acoustic data recorded from the five-
element cross array were used to evaluate the proposed mo-
tion parameter estimation method. 

 

TABLE I 
Numbers of transits made by each type of vehicle at three 

different sets of speeds: slow, medium and fast. 
 Commercial 

4WD 
Military 
4WD 

Medium 
truck 

Heavy 
Truck 

Slow 11 6 10 12 
Medium 12 6 12 12 
Fast 13 5 12 11 

 

The outputs of the sensors were sampled at 1 kHz. The data 
from each sensor were processed in non-overlapped blocks, 
each containing 256 samples. Each data block from sensor 1 
was cross-correlated with the corresponding data block from 
each of the other sensors. The phase transform prefiltering 
technique was used to suppress ambiguous peaks which 
would otherwise have appeared in the cross-correlation func-
tion due to the strong harmonic components of the source 
signal. The generalized cross-correlation processing (with 
phase transform perfiltering) was implemented in the fre-
quency domain using the fast Fourier transform, with a rec-
tangular spectral window from 10 to 300 Hz where the sig-
nal-to-noise ratio was observed to be high. The peak of the 
generalized cross-correlation function was refined using a 3-
point quadratic interpolation, and the position along the lag 
axis of the refined peak gives the time delay estimate. 

Figure 5 shows, as dots, the estimated time delays for the 
four sensor pairs as functions of sensor time for a particular 
vehicle transit. The LS estimate of λ  corresponds to the 
vector λ̂  that provides a LS fit of the time delay model to the 
temporal sequences of time delay estimates for the four sen-
sor pairs. An initial estimate oλ̂  was obtained as follows. 
The initial estimates of the x and y coordinates of each sensor 
were set arbitrarily to zero. The initial estimate od̂  of the 
CPA range was set equal to 100 m. Knowing that sensor 2 
was located on the right hand side and sensor 3 on the left 
hand side of sensor 1, the direction of travel of the vehicle 
along the road (either from left to right or from right to left) 
could be derived from the temporal variation of the time de-
lay for sensors 2 and 3. Using this information the correct 
sign was determined for the initial estimate ov̂  of the source 
velocity, whose magnitude was set equal to 100 km/h. A 
correct sign for ov̂  ensured that the shape of the array (not its 
mirror image) was estimated along with the vehicle’s three 
motion parameters. The sensor CPA time ct  is related to the 
source CPA time cτ  by  cdt cc += τ . An initial estimate 

oct ,
ˆ  of ct  was obtained by finding the time when the re-

ceived signal energy at sensor 1 attained its maximum. An 
initial estimate oc,τ̂  of cτ  was then calculated as 

cdt oococ
ˆˆˆ ,, −=τ . The observation time for the time delay 

vector )(tf  was 10 s centred at oct ,
ˆ  . All the time delay esti-

mates mf̂  within this time interval were used in (10) to com-

pute the LS estimate of λ  iteratively with oλ̂  being the ini-
tial estimate. An improved estimate of ct  was then computed 

as cdt cc
ˆˆˆ += τ , where cτ̂  and d̂  are the current LS esti-

mates of the CPA time and CPA range respectively. The 
parameter estimation was repeated by centering the observa-
tion time of 10 s for )(tf  at ct̂ . However, this time, the itera-
tion of (10) was started with the current LS estimate of λ . 
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Figure 5. Time delays for the four sensor pairs as functions 
of sensor time for a particular vehicle transit. Estimated val-

ues (dots). LS fit (solid lines). 
 

The solid curves in Figure 5 represent the LS fit of the time 
delay model to the temporal sequences of time delay esti-
mates for the four sensor pairs. The actual and estimated 
values of the vehicle’s three motion parameters are shown on 
the top of Figure 5. The variations with sensor time of the 
range and bearing of the vehicle were predicted using the 
estimated motion parameters and the results are shown in 
Figures 6(a) and (b) respectively. Also included in these fig-
ures for comparison are the range and bearing estimates ob-
tained using the source localization method described by Lo 
& Ferguson (2000) that requires a priori knowledge of the 
array shape. This method of source localization is based on 
the curvature of the incident wavefront of the acoustic signal 
and estimates the instantaneous source position using time 
delay measurements for the four sensor pairs of the planar 
cross array. Its ranging accuracy, as observed from Figure 
6(a), degrades rapidly with range exceeding a value (100 m) 
that is 10 times the length or width (10 m) of the planar array. 
(A similar result has been observed when using a wavefront 
curvature technique to locate broadband sound sources with a 
linear array of three equally spaced sensors (Ferguson 2000).) 
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Figure 6. (a) Range and (b) bearing of vehicle versus sensor 
time. Predicted values (solid line) using the estimated motion 
parameters. Estimated values (dots) using the source localiza-

tion method described by Lo & Ferguson (2000). 
 

Figure 7 shows the estimated positions of sensors 2 to 5 for 
all 122 vehicle transits. The actual positions of the four sen-
sors coincide with the four corners of the square. The bias 
errors and standard deviations in the estimated x and y coor-
dinates for each sensor are shown in Figure 8. The radial bias 
and circular error probable (CEP) for each of the four sensors 
were computed using the estimated x and y coordinates of the 
sensor for all 122 vehicle transits and the results are shown in 
Figure 9. (The CEP is a measure of the uncertainty in the 
location estimate nx̂  of a sensor relative to its mean ]ˆ[ nE x , 
where [.]E  denotes the expected value of the quantity in 
brackets. The CEP is defined as the radius of the circle cen-
tred at ]ˆ[ nE x  and containing a specified percentage of the 

realizations of nx̂ . For example, the 50% CEP contains half 

of the realizations of nx̂ . The radial bias is the separation 

distance between the mean location estimate ]ˆ[ nE x  and the 
actual position nx of a sensor.)  
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Figure 7. Estimated positions of sensors 2 to 5 for all 122 
vehicle transits. The actual sensor positions correspond to the 

four corners of the square. 
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Figure 8. Bias errors in estimated x and y coordinates for 
sensors 2 to 5. The error bars represent one standard devia-

tion. 
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Figure 9. Radial bias errors and CEPs for sensors 2 to 5. 
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The cumulative probability distributions (CPDs) of the rela-
tive errors in the speed and CPA range estimates were com-
puted using the estimated values of these two parameters for 
all 122 vehicle transits, and the results are shown in Figures 
10(a) and (b) respectively. (The CPD of a relative error at ε  
is the probability that the magnitude of the relative error is 
less than or equal to ε .) The corresponding results for a 
similar time-delay based motion parameter estimation 
method (Lo & Ferguson 2000) but requiring a priori knowl-
edge of the array shape are also included in Figures 10(a) and 
(b) for comparison. 
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Figure 10. CPDs of relative errors in (a) speed and (b) CPA 
range estimates. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

A nonlinear LS method has been formulated to estimate three 
of the motion parameters of a ground vehicle whose broad-
band acoustic energy emissions are received by a ground-
based wide-aperture planar acoustic sensor array of unknown 
shape. Field experiment results show that the method pro-
vides reliable estimates of the speed and CPA range of the 
vehicle. For example, the probabilities that the relative errors 
in the speed and CPA range estimates are less than or equal 
to 10% are both higher than 0.91. The proposed method esti-
mates the motion parameters simultaneously with the array 
shape, with an accuracy that is only slightly worse than that 
of the existing method (Lo & Ferguson 2000) where the sen-
sor positions are known. Specifically, for a cumulative prob-
ability of 0.95, the relative errors in the speed and CPA range 
estimates for the proposed method are (respectively) about 
2.5% and 1.8% larger than those for the existing method. 

Once the estimates of the vehicle’s speed, CPA time and 
CPA range are obtained, the range of the vehicle can be cal-
culated as a function of time.  

If it is known on which (left or right) side the vehicle transits 
past the array, the proposed method is able to provide a good 
estimate of the array shape as demonstrated by the experi-
mental result. The biased errors in the estimated x and y co-
ordinates for each of the four sensors are less than 1 cm and 9 
cm (0.1% and 0.9% of the width of the planar array) respec-
tively, and the corresponding standard deviations are less 
than 5 cm and 10 cm (0.5% and 1% of the width of the planar 
array) respectively. To estimate the absolute (global) posi-
tions of the sensors (on the XY-plane) would require a knowl-
edge of the orientation of the array (or the direction of travel 
of the vehicle) and the absolute position of sensor 1.  
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